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Abstract

The ability to differentiate similar movements which vary in
level of volition would be useful in differentiating drug-induced
movement disorders from similar neurological and behavioral disorders.
The drug-induced movonent disorders appear to reflect a combination
of voluntary and involuntary control, for which a spontaneous eyeblink
was considered an appropriate model.

Previous studies have demonstrated

that an electroencephalographic event, known as the readiness potential,
can distinguish between voluntary and reflexive motor movements,.
Vertex electroencephalographic activity was obtained from nine subjects
prior to spontaneous blinks and prior to stimuli eliciting voluntary
and reflex blinks, and then compared using spectral density analysis.
The greatest power was found at the slowest frequencies, and there
were no differences between the two types of samples, indicating
that the activity preceding a spontaneous blink is comparable to
random EEG activity.

It was concluded that spontaneous blinks may

be distinguishable from voluntary blinks by an absence of readiness
potentials, but it is unlikely that they can be distinguished from
reflex blinks on the basis of EEG power spectra preceding the actual
blink.

The absence of characteristic EEG activity preceding spontaneous

blinks was discussed in terms of the theoretical relationship of
spontaneous blinking to information processing.
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ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC SPECTRA
PRECEDING SPONTANEOUS BLINKS

Introduction
Muscular movement is the result of a series of processes taking
place in the central nervous system.

These processes and the resulting

movements may be voluntary, reflexive, or a combination of both.
There appears to be a gradation between the two extremes, ranging
from most to least automatic (Marsden, 1982).

Voluntary movements

are thought to be controlled through a feedback loop involving the
cortex and basal ganglia, among other structures, while involuntary
movements are thought to bypass much of this cortical participation
(Marsden, 1982).
A theory specifying the basal ganglia as important to motor control
was proposed by Marsden in 1982.

Parkinson's disease was used to

exemplify the consequences of loss of normal basal ganglia function.
Parkinson's disease is an abnormal involuntary movement disorder
resulting from degeneration of the dopaminergic neurons involved
in movement, namely the substantia nigra portion of the basal ganglia
(Marsden, 1982).

Symptoms of Parkinson's disease include muscle

rigidity, tremor, loss of facial expression, diminished blinking
and eye movements, a shuffling gait, diminished arm swing, postural
instability, and general difficulty in the initiation of movement
(Granacher, 1981).
Parkinson-like symptoms can also be drug-induced.

Although the

use of antipsychotic drugs in the treatment of psychiatric illnesses
has undoubtedly been beneficial, these neuroleptic agents have been
linked to a variety of serious and debilitating side effects including
the abnormal involuntary movements of pseudo-Parkinsonism and tardive
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dyskinesia, among others (American Psychiatric Association, 1979).
Patients with tardive dyskinesia exhibit stereotyped suction motions,
lip pursing and smacking, tongue rolling with frequent protrusions,
rhythmic contractions and lateral movements of the jaw, and chorieform
or tic-like movements of the tongue, face, neck, and extremities
(American Psychiatric Association, 1979? Crane, 1968; Granacher,
1981). ttie classic sign of tardive dyskinesia is a triad of
cheek-face-tongue movements often called the buccol ingualmasticatory
syndrome (Granacher, 1981).
Despite their involuntary nature, there are some voluntary aspects
to these movement disorders.

The movements are often of increased

intensity under conditions of high stress and are absent during sleep
(American Psychiatric Association, 1979; Granacher , 1981). The movements
can be voluntarily reduced or inhibited for brief periods, and conversely
can increase when attention is distracted or directed to irrelevant
activities (American Psychiatric Association, 1979). Thus, although
these movement disorders are typically termed "involuntary", they
appear to reflect a combination of both voluntary and involuntary
control and might be more appropriately termed "spontaneous".
The drug-induced movement disorders have often been confused
with one another as well as with other disorders of movement.

Symptoms

of tardive dyskinesia, for example, have been confused with the
stereotypic movements and psychotic mannerisms of chronic schizophrenia
(Asnis, 1977; Marsden, Tarsey, & Baldessarini, 1975).

Patients have

developed tardive dyskinesia and then incorporated their movement
disorders into a delusional system (Asnis, Nathan, Davis, & Halbreich,
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1979) . Patients have also observed other patients with tardive dyskinesia
and then developed hysterical symptoms which mimick their observations
(Asnis, 1977)*

Symptoms of tardive dyskinesia have, in addition,

been confused with normally occurring facial movements in patients
with loose or ill fitting dentures (Sutcher, Underwood, Beatty, &
Sugar, 1971).

These movements are all under greater voluntary control

than the "spontaneous" movements of the drug-induced disorders.
Drug-induced movement disorders have also be confused with
neurological disorders such as senile chorea and other spontaneous
oral dyskinesias exhibited by elderly patients (American Psychiatric
Association, 1979; Asnis, 1977).

Tardive dyskinesia has been confused

with the genetically transmitted Huntington*s chorea (Asnis, 1977;
Buxton, 1976; Granacher, 1981; Klawans, 1973) and Wilson's disease
(American Psychiatric Association, 1979; Asnis, 1977).

These movements

are all under less voluntary control than the "spontaneous" movements
of the drug-induced disorders.

Finally, tardive dyskinesia and

Parkinson's disease have not only been mistaken for one another,
they have also been found to coexist in the same patient (Crane,
1978; Fann & Lake, 1974).
Since the treatments are as varied as the disorders themselves,
and since a treatment for one disorder may mask or worsen the symptoms
of another disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 1979; Buxton,
1976; Fann & Lake, 1974), it is essential to be able to accurately
differentiate among these movement disorders.

Early diagnosis is

also important in order to avoid the irreversibility of many of the
symptoms.

These problems in differential diagnosis illustrate the
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need for the development of techniques to distinguish among similar
movements which vary in degree of voluntary control.
One physiological measure which may be useful in distinguishing
among movements that vary in level of volition is electrcmyogrphy.
Electromyography, or EMG, is a procedure used to record the total
series of action potentials which cause muscular contraction, thus
reflecting the underlying activity of the muscles.

Since all the

♦

muscle fibers of a motor unit do not contract at exactly the same
time, the electrical potential of the motor unit is prolonged (Basmajian,
1980), and, in fact, the myoelectric burst actually precedes the
onset of voluntary movonents (Maiton & Bouisset, 1975) . Increased
levels of activity prior to voluntary movements have been interpreted
as reflecting a state of anticipation in reaction time experiments
(Davis, 1940).
Children exhibit a high incidence of lack of muscle activity
inhibition, resulting in a flood of muscle activity whenever they
first attempt to produce a movement (Basmajian, 1980).

Hiis overactivity

of the muscles gradually disappears as a child matures, and is absent
in normal adults.

It does, however, reappear in adults under

psychological stress and in patients with diseases and injuries of
the central nervous system (Basmajian, 1980).

The normal inhibition

pattern can be lacking, resulting in an exaggeration of mass motor
responses often described as spasticity (Basmajian, 1980).
Spectral analysis has been applied to the surface recordings
of both muscular and cerebral potentials in order to determine the
frequency components within the signals, a portion of the signal
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which has been omitted with other types of analyses (Chaffin, 1969?
Gerston, Cenkovich, & Jones, 1965? Kadefors & Petersen, 1970? Walton,
1952).

Ibis technique treats the detected potential as a summation

of many simpler forms, each of which has a varying frequency and
amplitude (Chaffin, 1969)•

Spectral analysis breaks complex waveforms

into the basic components occurring in preselected frequency bands,
the outcome of which is then the amplitude or power of the components
in each of these frequency bands.

This information is reported as

a histogram of potentials, with the frequency bands plotted on the
abscissa (horizontal axis) and the amplitude of the components plotted
on the ordinate (vertical axis).

The spectrum bandwidth, defined

as the frequency at which the spectrum has diminished to an arbitrary
extent, is a measure of the average duration of the potentials which
comprise the signal (Kaiser & Petersen, 1965).
Chaffin (1969) has suggested that the technique of surface EMG
frequency analysis may be an objective diagnostic tool, aiding in
the discrimination of normal and some pathological or fatigued
conditions.

Several neuropathies and myopathies significantly shift

the EMG frequency spectra toward the higher frequencies, while excessive
demands on a muscle, resulting in fatigue, significantly shift the
EMG frequency spectra toward the lower frequency bands.
It has been demonstrated that there are significant differences
among the EMG spectra of different muscles (Herberts, Kaiser, Magnusson,
& Petersen, 1969? Kaiser & Petersen, 1965).

However, in terms of

the differential diagnosis of drug-induced movement disorders, it
is important that spectral comparisons utilize similar muscle types.
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Kadefors and Petersen (1970) compared the spectral properties of
reflex and voluntary activity of the muscles of the pelvic floor
region.

They found no significant differences between the spectral

properties of the EMG signals in one specific pattern of movement,
namely voluntary contraction of the external urethral sphincter versus
reflexive contraction in connection with ejaculation.

They did find

that the high frequency content in the EMG recordings of fast contractions
significantly exceeded that of slow contractions.
Kadefors and Petersen's results are somewhat limited in their
generalizability.

These authors stated that the spectrum of the

EMG recordings from the sphincter muscles being studied differed
from the spectra in muscles of the extremities as previously reported
by Herberts and colleagues (1969).

It is, thus, difficult to assume

that the EMG spectra of voluntary and involuntary movements in other
muscle groups also do not differ.
In addition, their subjects were instructed to perform a series
of slight contractions which would cause the rectified average of
the EMG recordings to reach an arbitrary standard level.

Unfortunately,

the subjects often found it difficult to reach the proposed level,
so analysis was performed at the highest obtainable reading.

It

is thus unclear hew variable the obtained levels were and how comparable
the supposedly static amplitude spectra were.
Another signal which may be useful in distinguishing among movements
that differ in level of volition is electroencephalography.

Since

the degree of voluntary control varies with the amount of cortical
participation, this activity can be expected to be reflected in the
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electroencephalogram.

Indeed, some electroencephalographic (EEG)

effects have been reported.

One component of interest was the readiness

potential, which is a slowly increasing negative potential typically
measured within one second prior to voluntary motor movements (Kornhuber
& Deecke, 1965).

The readiness potential is maximally recorded at

the vertex (Deecke, Scheid, & Kornhuber, 1969), and its topographical
distribution is closely related to the arrangement of the primary
motor cortex (Vaughan, Costa, & Ritter, 1968).

This potential exists

during preparation for a self paced movement (Deecke, Becker, Grozinger,
Scheid, & Kornhuber, 1973), and can be elicited in the presence of
intent to move without any movement actually occurring (Naatanen
& Michie, 1979).
The readiness potential is normally absent (Deecke et al., 1969),
particularly prior to passive movements (Shibasaki, Barrett, Halliday,
& Halliday, 1980), thus it appears to reflect some sort of prepatory
event.

It has been demonstrated that voluntary eye movements of

a saccadic nature are preceded ty readiness potentials, while the
more spontaneous and automatic saccadic eye movements are not (Becker,
Hoehne, Iwase, & Kornhuber, 1973).

It is of interest to note that

the readiness potential is frequently abnormal in Parkinsonism patients,
reflecting a depressed amplitude and earlier onset then for normal
populations (Shibasaki, Shima, & Kuroiwa, 1978).

The readiness potential,

thus, represents an EEG component useful in distinguishing voluntary
from involuntary movement.

What is not clear, is whether or not

the slew wave activity indicative of the readiness potential precedes
a spontaneous movenent.
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The purpose of the present study was to pilot the development
of a normative model of differentiation which may, with further
development and extensive testing with clinical populations, be used
in the clinical diagnosis of these various movement disorders.

Such

a model would consist of techniques which distinguish between behaviorally
similar movements varying only in level of volition.

Although the

distinction between voluntary and involuntary movements in most cases
is evident, this distinction is not always clear, particularly when
the movements involve the same muscle groups, when they appear
behaviorally similar, and when the amount of cortical participation
is not known.

One example of such a movement is blinking.

reflects three different levels of volition:
and spontaneous.

Blinking

voluntary, reflexive,

To the observer all three blinks appear the same,

but they are different in terms of cortical control.

The voluntary

blink is mediated by the cortex, while reflex blinks bypass much
of the cortical participation.

Ihe amount of cortical participation

in the spontaneous blink is not clear, but is presumed to fall somewhere
between the two extremes.
The present study compared EEG power spectra prior to spontaneous
blinks with EEG power spectra prior to the presentation of a stimulus
for elicited blinks (non-blink EEG activity). Hie presence of a
readiness potential or other characteristic EEG changes preceding
spontaneous blinking would suggest that similar changes could precede
drug-induced movements and facilitate their recognititon.

Conversely,

the absence of any characteristic EEG changes preceding spontaneous
blinking would suggest subcortical initiation of spontaneous blinking
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and would not provide help in distinguishing drug-induced movements
from neurologically based movement disorders.
An effort was also planned to distinguish EMG activity preceding
spontaneous, reflexive, and voluntary blinks.

Due to recording problems,

however, these comparisons were not drawn.
Blinking was chosen due to the ability to record three different
types of blinks representing three different levels of volition,
all of which appear behaviorally similar.

The three types of movements

used were voluntary or instructed blinking, reflex or stimulus-evoked
blinking, and spontaneous blinking with no apparent eliciting stimulus.
Blinking also involves striatal muscles rather than sphincter muscles,
thus allcwing the results to be generalized to other striatal muscle
movements.

In addition, blinking was of interest because abnormalities

of blinking have been related to clinical disorders such as schizophrenia
and to several of the drug-induced movement disorders (Granacher,
1981; Stevens, 1978).
Blinking is a discrete and distinct movement with a clear onset,
thus facilitating the identification of time-locked EEG activity.
This is important because the readiness potential is not related
to a stimulus cue but rather to the unpredictable onset of a response,
namely self paced voluntary movements (Deecke et al., 1973).

Knowing

when a movement occurs provides an accurate starting point for sampling
the activity that preceeded it and averaging that activity over repeated
movements.
The measurement of the electro-occulogram was used to facilitate
the identification of blink onset.

Electrooculography, or EOG, is
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a procedure used to record eye movements and position.

During a

blink the eyeball rotates upward which, because of the dipole distribution
of electrical charges on the eye, is easily reflected in BOG.

Thus,

the present study anplcyed BOG measurement as the basis for identifying
blink onset.
While most relevant to the EMG comparisons that had been planned,
the elicited blink conditions were both signalled by light stimuli.
The reflex blink was elicited with a light stimulus, as opposed to
an auditory stimulus, because it has been found that the auditory-evoked
blink response is often absent in healthy individuals, whereas the
light-evoked blink response is consistently present (Yates & Brown,
1981).

The voluntary blink was signalled by a very small light emitting

diode, unlikely to elicit reflex blinking.
The scope of the literature relating spontaneous blinking to
cognitive activity has been somewhat limited, even though there is
growing evidence of such a relationship (Stern, Walrath, & Goldstein,
1984).

Stern and colleagues have demonstrated that various parameters

of spontaneous blinking, such as blink frequency, can be sensitive
indicators of cognitive activity.

It was thus predicted that the

prepatory events preceding spontaneous blinks would be reflected
in preblink EBG activity.

Since spontaneous blinks are currently

thought to reflect transition points within the information processing
flow (Stern et al., 1984), it was hypothesized that the preceding
activity could indeed be differentiated from non-blink activity.
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Method

Subjects.
Subjects were 12 adults, 4 males and 8 females ranging in age
from 21 to 41 with a mean age of 30.

The subjects were recruited

from among colleagues at Eastern State Hospital.

They were not aware

of the details of this research project, having previously been informed
only that the experimenter was interested in the physiology of blinking.
Each subject volunteered to participate without receipt of payment
or other credits.
Procedure
Individual subjects were seated in a reclining chair located
in a darkened room adjacent to the laboratory at Eastern State Hospital.
The room was illuminated fcy a small lamp with a 7 3/2 watt (120 volt)
red bulb situated on the floor behind the subject*s chair.

This

near darkness was used during data collection to maintain dark adaptation
in order to facilitate the occurrence of reflex blinks.

It also

allowed limited monitoring of subjects with a Sony video camera.
The experimenter was able to speak to and to hear the subjects via
a two-way intercom.
The recording session was divided into two equal parts, one combining
spontaneous with instructed blinking, and the other combining spontaneous
with reflex blinking.

Order of presentation for the two sessions

was counterbalanced across subjects.
mately ten minutes to dark-adapt.

The subjects were given approxi

This time was used to check the

clarity of the signals and to allow any electrode drift to diminish
before the onset of data collection.
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The reflex blink was elicited with a Grass PS-22 photic stimulator
with an intensity setting of 16.

The lamp of the photic stimulator

was located 20 centimeters in front of the eyes, a distance reported
to be sufficient to elicit a reflex blink in most subjects without
being objectionable (Yates & Brown, 1981).

All subjects consistently

responded to the photic stimulator throughout the reflexive session.
Hie voluntary blink was elicited with a single red light emitting
diode (LED) attached to the bottom of the photic stimulator's lamp.
Hie intensity of the small light was so low as to never elicit a
reflex blink and was only used to signal the subjects to blink
voluntarily.

Hie spontaneous blinks sampled were those occurring

within 10 seconds prior to the elicited blinks.

Spontaneous blinks

were defined as blinks not preceded by an identifiable eliciting
stimulus.
Hie subjects were instructed to relax but remain alert, to sit
quietly, and to fixate their gaze on the center of the photic stimulator's
lens.

They were told that the large light was very bright and would

probably cause them to blink, but to just react naturally.

Hieir

only task was to blink when they saw the small red light turn on.
Hie subjects were fitted with a pair of TDH-30 headphones to shield
out extraneous sounds, particularly the click which accompanied each
flash of the photic stimulator.

Hie headphones were not attached

to any equipment and did not convey any masking noise.
Recordings of EMG, as well as EEG and EOG, were obtained although
the data reported only reflects EEG activity.
sites were prepared:

Six surface electrode

two cheek sites for EM3, the first located
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one and one half centimeters below the outer canthus of the left
eye, and the other two centimeters medial to the first; one forehead
site for BOG located one and one half centimeters above the left
eyebrow, directly over the medial EMG site; a monopolar scalp site
for EEG located at the vertex of the scalp (Cz); an inactive reference
site at the left earlobe; and a right earlobe ground site.

The reference

site for EOG was the medial EMG site, and the reference site for
EEG was the left earlobe.

Beckman miniature electrodes were used

for the four skin sites, and two Beckman ear clip electrodes were
used for the earlobe sites.
EMG and EEG were each amplified with Data Inc. model 2124 differential
amplifiers set at a gain of 10,000.

The one half amplitude attenuation

point for the EMG signals was 500 hertz for high frequencies and
five hertz for low frequencies.

Hie one half amplitude attenuation

point for the EEG signals ranged from 50 hertz to .05 hertz.

Both

of these amplifiers were powered with a four channel, 24 volt, Data
Inc. model 2124A power supply.

Hie EOG signals were amplified by

a factor of 1000 with a Grass P15 preamplifier.

The one half amplitude

high frequency point was set at 1000 hertz, while the one half amplitude
lew frequency point was one hertz.

Blinks were detected in EOG with

a shop built level detector which signalled the laboratory computer
that the EOG had reached an arbitrary level set individually for
each subject.
Both EMG and EOG, and the blink detection marks were monitored
throughout the experiment on an oscilloscope.

The EEG, EMG, and

EOG signals were digitized using an analog-to-digital converter under
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the control of an Apple II microcomputer.

Hie three signals were

sampled at rates sufficient to accurately reflect both frequency
and amplitude characteristics.

EMG was sampled 1000 times per second,

while EEG and E50G were each sampled 500 times per second.

Samples

for each measure and blink were stored in digital form on floppy
disks.
Stimulus presentation for both reflex and voluntary blinks was
computer controlled to occur at a rate of two per minute with
interstimulus intervals ranging from 15 to 45 seconds, a rate previously
reported to reduce habituation (Yates & Brown, 1981). Hie search
for a valid spontaneous blink increased the interstimulus intervals
so that they actually ranged from 25 to 60 seconds, for a rate of
at least one but no more than two stimulus presentations per minute.
Hie program used to conduct this study started with a search for
a spontaneous blink.

During this search, the sampled data points

were continuously read into a circular buffer covering 1500 ms.
Filling of the circular buffer stopped and sampling for another 500
ms was initiated when the level detector signalled a blink in the
EOG recording.

Hie circular buffer was unwrapped such that the detected

blink occurred at the 1500 ms point (Figure 1).

In the elicited

blink conditions, 1500 ms of sampling was followed by a stimulus
presentation and the next 500 ms sampling period.

Hie program did

not resume sampling into the circular buffer until the interstimulus
interval had been timed out and it began a search for the next spontaneous
blink.

Recordings were continuous for approximately forty minutes

or until seventeen spontaneous-elicited blink pairs were sampled

Voluntary

Reflex

Spontaneous

Figure 1

0

500

1000

1500
(stimulus)

Milliseconds

Position of Blinks Within EOG Recording

2000
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in both the reflex and voluntary blink conditions.
Data reduction and analysis
Since the electrical activity preceding each blink was of primary
interest, it was necessary to sample backwards in time.

Analysis

was based on the activity which occurred within 1100 ms preceding
either blink onset for spontaneous blinks or stimulus onset for elicited
blinks (Figure 1).

Hie activity preceding voluntary and reflex blinks

was confounded in EEG by the presence of a stimulus, making it difficult
to distinguish between the response to the stimulus and the actual
preparation for a movement.

For this reason, the data for all elicited

blinks were combined for analysis and the activity examined was that
prior to the stimulus.

These samples were then termed non-blink

samples.
A blink was defined as a shift in the EOG signal which satisfied
the rules outlined in Appendix A.

Briefly, the onset of the shift

identified as a spontaneous blink had to occur within a window of
1380 to 1500 ms of the 2000 ms recorded period, the amplitude of
the shift had to be greater than the amplitude of the preceding baseline,
and the shift had to reach its peak within 200 ms following onset.
Those blinks which met all of the rules in Appendix A were additionally
tested for range of amplitude, and those that exceeded the limits
of the analog-to-digital converter were rejected as having gone off
scale.
The elicited blinks were tested using the same criteria, except
that the window for onset of a voluntary blink was 1700 to 2000 ms
and the window for onset of a reflex blink was 1520 to 1650 ms.
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Varying peak windows were used because the spontaneous recordings
were time locked to an event, namely the spontaneous blink, while
the elicited recordings were time locked to a stimulus, and thus
the position of the blink within the sampled period varied depending
on the type of blink being recorded.

Hie selection criteria were

applied to elicited blinks in order to secure non-blink samples which
excluded trials with spontaneous blinks or excessively noisy baselines.
The EEG samples for three of the 12 subjects were unusable, one
due to discontinued participation half way through the experiment
and the other two due to procedural problems.

Hie remaining nine

subjects provided a total of 217 valid spontaneous blinks.

The 217

non-blink comparison samples consisted of the 1100 ms period preceding
stimulus onset for those elicited blinks rated by the above criteria
as either valid or no blink identified.
Spectral density analysis was perfomed on each subject*s spontaneous
blinks and non-blink samples, resulting in a list of frequencies
with a corresponding power value for every blink.

The power values

for each subject were converted to z scores (mean = 100, standard
deviation = 10) and then averaged across all of the spontaneous and
all of the non-blink samples at each frequency.

Hie power values

for the two sets of samples were compared with a repeated measures
ANOVA at each of five EEG frequency bands, delta (1-3 hz) , theta
(4-7 hz), alpha (8-13 hz), beta (14-25 hz), and gamma (26-50 hz).
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Results
The power values within each of the five EEG frequency bands
were averaged and then compared using a 2 X 5 (type of sample by
frequency band) factorial ANOVA with repeated measures.

Uiere were

significant differences among the frequency bands (E(4,72) = 692.69,
p < .001), but there were no significant differences between spontaneous
and non-blink samples for any of the frequency bands (F(l,72) = .048,
p > .25).

The relationship between power and frequency band was

inverse, with the greatest power found at the smallest frequency
band (Table 1).

Ihe mean power values in Table 1 are somewhat

conservative because they are centered around a mean of 100 with
a standard deviation of 10.

Uiis conversion to z scores was used

in order to assure that each subject contributed a comparable amount
of power to the overall analysis.
Table 1 illustrates that the greatest power was found in the
delta frequency band (1-3 hz), with the remaining power being distributed
at a decreasing rate as the frequencies increased.

A multiple comparison

of the mean power values at each of the frequency bands was made
using Tukey*s Honestly Significant Difference test (Table 2).

The

means for both types of samples were averaged for each of the frequency
bands for this test.

All of the frequency bands differed significantly

from one another except for beta (14-25) and gamma (26-50).
In looking at plots of the EEG signals averaged across all trials
for each subject (Figure 2), there appeared to be evidence of a mu
or wicket rhythm in some of the spontaneous blink recordings that
was not visible in most of the non-blink recordings.

Hiis wave is
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Table 1

Mean Power Values (Z Scores) for EEG Samples at Each Frequency Band

EEG Sample
Frequency Band (hz)

Spontaneous

Non-blink

Delta

(1-3)

122.63

122.40

Theta

(4-7)

104.19

105.70

Alpha

(8-13)

102.25

102.02

Beta (14-25)

97.71

97.68

Gamma

96.78

96.78

(26-50)
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Table 2

Differences Among Means for Five EEG Frequency Bands

Mean Power Values
Mean Power
Values

96.78
97.70
102.14
104.95
122.52

* p < .01

96.78
(26-50 hz)

-

97.70
(14-25 hz)

102.14
(8-13 hz)

104.95
(4-7 hz)

122.52
(1-3 hz)

.92

5.36*

8.17*

25.74*

-

4.44*

7l25*

24.82*

-

2.81*

20.38*

-

17.57*
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Figure 2
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in the nine to eleven hertz range and is related to motor movements
in that it is diminished by either actual movement or by intention
to move the contralateral limb (Shagass, 1972).

To compare the power

in the mu frequency range for the preblink and non-blink intervals,
a 2 X 3 (type of sample by frequency) factorial ANOVA with repeated
measures was used to compare the power values at nine, ten, and eleven
hertz.

There were no significant differences between the spontaneous

and non-blink recordings (F(l,41) = .007, p > .25), but once again
there were significant differences among the three frequencies with
the greater power found at the lower frequencies (F(2,41) = 7.94,
p < .01).

As with all five frequency bands, there was no interaction

between frequency and type of sample.

Table 3 illustrates the trends

seen in the plots at the nine to eleven hertz range.
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Table 3

Mean Power Values (Z Scores) for EBG Samples at Nine to Eleven Hertz

EBG Sample
Frequency (hz)

Spontaneous

9

105.15

10

104.65

11

101.21

Non-blink
105.85
■ 105.16
101.81
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Discussion
The present results demonstrated that for both EEG activity preceding
a spontaneous blink and EEG activity during a non-blink period, the
greatest power was found at the slowest frequencies.

More specifically,

the largest amplitudes were found at frequencies less than four hertz.
Ihere were no significant differences between the EEG spectra preceding
spontaneous blinking and non-blink activity, indicating that the
activity preceding a spontaneous blink is comparable to random EEG
activity.

The same holds true for power values in the nine to eleven

hertz range.

The apparent lew frequency activity (approximately

ten hertz) present in the averaged EEG signals preceding spontaneous
blinks (Figure 2) did not differ fran the EEG signals for non-blink
trials.

It is not clear whether this activity reflects motor (mu)

or visual (alpha) cortex activity.
Various parameters of spontaneous blinking, such as amplitude,
duration, and frequency, have been reported to reflect the allocation
of attentional resources and a subject's level of activation, as
well as transition points within the information processing flew
(Stern et al., 1984).

The underlying physiological needs to lubricate

the eye and remove dust particles are also modulated by these influences.
Spontaneous blinks have been reported to occur at points in the processing
flow where they are least likely to interfere with information intake
or task performance (Stern et al., 1984).

In stimulus-response paradigms,

for example, spontaneous blinks mark the end of the stimulus evaluation
process when no motor response is required, whereas in the presence
of a motor response they appear to be delayed until the end of either
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the response selection or the motor programming process.
In light of these relationships between cortical information
processing and spontaneous blinking, it was surprising to find no
indications reflected in the cortical EEG spectra preceding spontaneous
blinks.

Information intake in the present study was low, so it may

be the case that the spontaneous blinks primarily reflected underlying
physiological needs and reductions in the subjects' levels of activation,
rather than transitions in information processing.

A declining level

of activation is supported by the observation that spontaneous blink
amplitudes declined over the course of the recording session.

Blink

frequency seemed to decline as well.
The associations between spontaneous (endogenous) blinking and
activiation level or information intake reported by Stern and colleagues
(1984) relied upon behavioral rather than EEG measures of activation
and intake.

The results of this study indicate that the EEG activity

which precedes a spontaneous blink is very similar to the EEG activity
during a non-blink period, at least in the case of EEG spectra recorded
during a task with low cognitive demands.

The question of whether

or not transitions in information processing can be detected in EEG
activity preceding a spontaneous blink needs to be addressed with
further investigations utilizing tasks with varying cognitive demands.
The hypothesis put forth by the present study was that there
would be some characteristic EEG activity that preceded spontaneous
blinking, and further that this activity might be useful in distinguishing
spontaneous from voluntary or reflexive movements.

The results do

not directly support this hypothesis, since there were no significant
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differences found between the EBG spectra of spontaneous blinking
and non-blink activity.

Reflexes can be mediated at the spinal cord

level, so one may assume that there is also a lack of identifiable
cortical preparation prior to reflex movements.

It may be that,

like reflex blinks, spontaneous blinks are mediated at a subcortical
level with cortical activity modulating elements such as amplitude
or duration.
The lack of EEG spectral changes preceding spontaneous blinks
suggests that the readiness potential, which appears in advance of
a voluntary movement and signals preparation to move (Kornhuber &
Deecke, 1965), did not appear prior to spontaneous blinking.

Visual

inspection of the raw EEG plots for individual spontaneous blinks
revealed no evidence of the slew negative shift and characteristic
waveform of the readiness potential.

Ihe absence of the readiness

potential is illustrated in the EEG plots averaged across trials
for the two subjects' data in Figure 2.
The primary purpose of the present study was to pilot the development
of a model for differentiating various drug-induced movement disorders
from similar, but not drug-induced, movements.

Extrapolating from

the present results, spontaneous blinks can be differentiated from
voluntary blinks on the basis of the former's lack of readiness
potentials.

It may be possible to generalize these results to the

differential diagnosis of "spontaneous" movement disorders versus
mannerisms which tend to be under greater voluntary control.

For

example, repetitive tongue and jaw movements due to ill fitting dentures
or lack of teeth may shew readiness potentials, while similar movements
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which are symptoms of tardive dyskinesia or drug-induced Parkinsonism
may not.

Any conclusive generalizations, however, require further

investigation using clinical populations.
On the other hand, the lack of characteristic EEG spectral changes
preceding spontaneous blinks suggests that confusion will remain
between reflexive movements with no cortical participation and spontaneous
movements where cortical participation is not clear, at least at
low levels of cognitive processing demand.

The tongue and jaw movements

often found in tardive dyskinesia will, for example, continue to
be confused with similar movements produced in senile chorea.
The use of EMG may have somewhat more potential as a diagnostic
tool.

It has been used to demonstrate that schizophrenic patients

exhibit exaggerated motor activity in several muscle areas while
at rest as compared to normal controls (Whatmore & Ellis, 1958),
to diagnose muscular dysfunction (Basmajian, 1963), to diagnose and
objectively measure tremor in Parkinsonism (Ioku, Ribera, Cooper,
& Matsouka, 1965; Caine & Lader, 1969? Reniers & Mortier, 1975),
and to investigate the role of muscular activity in the facial expressions
of clinically depressed patients (Schwartz, Fair, Salt, Mandel, &
Klerman, 1973).
Unfortunately, the EMG signals preceding the various movements
were not analyzed for the present study due to a problem with size
of the signal.

In order to record the actual blink waveform, which

is very large for reflex blinks, amplification had to be reduced
so that the peak-to-peak values of the blinks did not exceed the
limits of the analog-to-digital converter.

This, in turn, reduced
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the size of the EMG activity preceding the blinks.

Hie EMG activity

preceding the blinks was so small that any differences between the
signals were likely to be lost.
Hiere are problems with the EEG measures used which limit their
utility for distinguishing activity preceding spontaneous versus
stimulus-elicited movements.

Most important is stimulus artifact,

which is confounded with the EEG activity related to the production
of the movement.

In the current study this led to comparison of

the EEG activty preceding a spontaneous blink with the EEG activity
preceding stimulus presentation (non-blink period), rather than elicited
blinking.

Hie use of EMG, however, would avoid this problem.

In summary, no differences were found between the EEG spectra
preceding spontaneous blinking and non-blink activity at any of five
EEG frequency bands.
to eleven hertz range.

Hie same was true for power values at the nine
Hie majority of the power for all EEG activity

recorded from the vertex was distributed in the lowest frequency
band, delta (1-3 hz), with the remaining power being distributed
in decreasing amounts as the frequencies increased.

Spontaneous

blinks may be distinguishable from voluntary blinks fcy the absence
or presence of the readiness potential, but it is unlikely that
spontaneous blinks could be distinguished from reflex blinks in terms
of EEG activity preceding the actual blink.

Further investigations

using EMG activity, using greater amounts of cognitive task demand,
and using clinical populations are necessary in order to develop
a comprehensive model of clinical differential diagnosis.

Appendix
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Appendix A
Rules for Defining a Blink

The following criteria were used to identify a valid blink from
the EOG recording sample:
1.

Find a point in the sample which is larger than 15 continuous
preceding points (blink onset).

2.

The difference between the highest and lowest points in the preceding
baseline must be less than 20 (possible range was 0 to 256).

3.

Find the nearest change in direction following the identified
point.

This is the peak.

The onset-to-peak difference (blink

amplitude) must be greater than the baseline peak-to-peak difference
(baseline amplitude). The distance from onset to peak must be
greater than 20 points and less than 50 points (total points
in the sample was 1000).
4.

Latency for spontaneous blinks had to fall within a range of
1380 to 1500 ms (690 to 750 points). Latency for voluntary blinks
had to fall within

a range of 1700 to 2000 ms (850 to 1000 points),

while the range for reflex blinks was 1520 to 1650 ms (760 to
825 points).
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Appendix B
Instructions for Subjects

Thank you for volunteering to participate in this stu<fy.

My

name is Marion Eppler, and the general nature of this experiment
is on physiological aspects of blinking.

You will be asked to sit

quietly in a reclining chair for approximately 45 minutes with six
electrodes attached to your face, head, and earlobes.

You will also

be wearing a set of headphones which are not connected to anything,
but are being used to eliminate the extraneous noises frcm outside
this room and the clicking sound that the photic stimulator sometimes
makes.

During this time you will be watching a small light attached

to a photic stimulator and you will be asked to blink when the small
light flickers on.
periodic intervals.

The larger light will also flash on and off at
It is very bright and may startle you the first

few times causing you to blink, but just react naturally.

Your only

task is to sit quietly, to remain alert, and to blink when you see
the small light turn on.

It is important that you try to move as

little as possible and at the same time stay awake.

If you have

any questions just speak up and I will be able to hear you through
the intercom.
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